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LOGLINE 

A family in crisis is rescued by a mysterious old friend who ignites 
their faith in God through miraculous deeds.  

TREATMENT 

The Westbrook family has just finished a bountiful Christmas dinner. 
The father, SIMON WESTBROOK (60), sits with his wife, JEN WESTBROOK 
(60), as they admire the life they have built together. Two of their 
children, LAURIE WESTBROOK (30), and JOSEPH WESTBROOK (32) join them 
in the living room. Simon and Jen’s grandson, TRAVIS SPENCER (20), and 
his girlfriend, MARIA TANNER (20), join the group as Travis jokingly 
laments eating too much.  

Travis spots a photo on the mantle of a much younger Westbrook family 
(before he was born). The young family is all smiles and is standing 
with an unidentified African American male. Just then, Travis’ mother, 
ABBEY WESTBROOK-SPENCER (37), and her husband, KARL SPENCER (37), join 
the rest of the family. Travis asks the family who the mysterious man 
in the photo is. Everyone stiffens. Joseph tries to deflect the 
question, but Travis insists on knowing. Karl thinks it’s time his son 
finally learns the truth. Abbey nods to the family. It’s time.  

20 YEARS EARLIER 

Simon, Jen, Abbey, Joseph, and Laurie drive up a beautiful mountain 
road. They do not resemble the same close-knit, happy family we saw on 
Christmas. Simon looks stressed. Jen stares deadpan out the window. 
Abbey and Laurie bicker in the backseat when Laurie tries to read 
Abbey’s diary. Joseph naps in the back of the SUV. Simon breaks up the 
argument. Jen simply stares out the window and doesn’t help.  

ERIC RANDOLPH (30), Caucasian, works at his mechanic job in the small 
town of Northfolk. He looks angrily at a Hispanic customer as he hops 
in his Confederate flag laden pickup truck.  

Rose’s Diner sits on main street of the small, idyllic town. It’s the 
kind of place everyone wants to have breakfast at.  

TRAVIS WILIIAMS (30), strong frame, plain clothes, sits at a table in 
the middle of the bustling diner. A waitress takes his order. 

The Westbrook family arrives at their summer lake cabin.  



Jen sterilizes the bedroom. Abbey storms in. She’s angry about having 
to share a bedroom with her little sister. She’s almost eighteen and 
thinks she deserves her own room. She’s angry about having to move 
away from her friends due to Simon getting another military posting. 
She’s angry about almost everything right now. Laurie refuses the give 
up her room. Simon declares they are sharing a room and that’s that. 
Abbey mocks Simon’s military rule over the family and storms out. 
Simon wishes Jen would have supported him when dealing with the girls. 
Jen is in no mood. Coming to the cabin was his idea. Simon leaves to 
get groceries.  

Eric walks into the diner and is disgusted when he spots Travis. He 
orders his meal and tells the owner, ROSE, not to use the same 
equipment that cooked Travis’ food. Eric hates that minorities have 
begun showing up in town. He doesn’t like seeing African Americans 
here. Eric tries to bait Travis, even mocking him, but he just 
responds politely. Rose throws Eric out of the diner.  

Simon is shocked when he sees Travis sitting in the diner. He walks in 
and sits down across from Travis. The two haven’t seen each other 
since they were stationed together in Germany almost twenty years ago. 
Travis tells Simon he’s just passing through town. Travis asks how 
Simon’s family is. It’s clear they aren’t doing great. Travis tells 
Simon kids are a gift from God. Simon is taken aback. Travis is the 
last person, besides himself, Simon thought would be talking about 
God. Simon invites Travis to stay with the family for a few days. 
Travis happily accepts. 

Eric walks into his rundown home. Eric’s wife, JUBIE-ANN, disheveled, 
sits down and lights a cigarette. Eric asks how their daughter his 
feeling. She’s been in bed all day. Eric reminds Jubie-Ann their 
daughter should get some fresh air. Jubie-Ann doesn’t think it 
matters. She tells Eric their daughter has cancer and is going to be 
dead soon anyway.  

Eric goes into his daughter, CINDY’s (10), frail, thinning hair, 
sunken eyes, room. He takes her outside, being sure to hide his tears 
from her.  

Simon brings Travis back to the cabin. Jen is elated to see their old 
friend. She can’t believe how young Travis looks. Like he hasn’t aged 
a day since Germany. Travis agrees to sleep on one of the bunkbeds in 
Joseph’s room.  

The Westbrooks and Travis sit down for dinner. Travis asks to bless 
their food. Simon reluctantly allows it. Jen and Simon share an 
uncomfortable look as Travis prays. Simon agrees to let Travis share 
some old stories, but only if he keeps the G-rated. Abbey again mocks 
Simon for his strictness. The mocking leads to an outburst. She hates 
being in this family. She hates having to move all the time because of 



Simon’s career. She hates how the family is so separated and exists 
according to Simon’s rules. Jen finally shouts and quiets Abbey who 
storms off to her room.  

Simon and Travis sit out on the porch after dinner. Simon apologizes 
for the outburst. He’s worried about getting another promotion. Travis 
tells him all he has to do is have faith. Simon reminds Travis he 
doesn’t buy into the whole faith in God conspiracy. Simon asks what 
happened to Travis since he joined Special Forces after they were in 
Germany. Travis shifts the conversation to Simon and Jen. The tension 
between them is obvious. Simon dodges the question and heads off to 
bed.  

Simon gets in bed with Jen and apologizes for his cold behavior. Jen 
doesn’t want to talk about it and goes to sleep. The couple sleeps on 
opposite sides of the bed from each other.  

Eric lays Cindy down for bed and reminds Jubie-Ann to take her outside 
more. Jubie-Ann thinks Cindy needs medicine more than anything. Eric 
thinks he knows what his daughter needs more than anyone else. 

The next morning, Simon comes downstairs and spots Travis standing 
alone on the dock. His arms are raised to the sky. It looks like he’s 
talking to someone.  

Simon joins Travis on the dock. Asks who he was talking to. Travis was 
talking to God. Simon doesn’t buy it. He asks if God will talk to him 
too. Travis tells him he will only be able to hear God’s voice when he 
is truly prepared to listen. Simon still thinks it’s all nonsense. 
Travis points out a loose board on the dock and recommends fixing it 
before someone gets hurt.  

Abbey heads to the shower after breakfast. Jen gets ready to head to 
town for more groceries. Travis asks if he can join her. Jen is happy 
to have the company.  

Eric argues with his boss at the garage. He laments not having health 
insurance to pay for Cindy’s medication. His boss reminds him that he 
voted for conservative leaders who didn’t deliver on their promises to 
take care of the working class. His boss lays a church flyer down and 
leaves. Eric’s brow stiffens when he spots it. The flyer is 
advertising a church vigil for Cindy.  

Jen opens up to Travis as they walk through town. She’s tired. Tired 
of living the military way of life and moving all over the place for 
Simon’s career. She just wants her kids to be happy in one place. She 
hates how obsessed Simon is with his career. To her, he treats his 
family like an afterthought. She admits she still loves Simon but 
fears it may be too late to save their marriage. She also admits she 
still believes in God. Travis tells her to trust in God to fix things.  



Eric confronts Jen and Travis in the street. He wants Travis to get 
out of town. Travis politely tells Eric he cannot leave because he has 
work to do here. Eric grabs Travis’ arm. Travis stays calm. Eric gets 
hit with a sudden jolt in his hand and releases Travis. He stumbles 
backward and storms away. Travis simply smiles. Travis spots another 
flyer for Cindy’s vigil. He looks back at Eric kindly.  

Laurie reads Abbey’s diary while she’s in the shower.  

Simon leaves a message for an old Army buddy as he steps on the loose 
dock board. He tells the friend he will not believe who he ran into.  

Jen and Travis return with the groceries. Jen doesn’t want to get into 
the details about their run with Eric.  

Joseph wants to go exploring in the woods. He wants Simon to come with 
him. Simon isn’t in the mood. Travis agrees to tag along with Joseph.  

Jen and Simon get into an argument about their family. Simon brought 
them up here to bond. Jen can’t believe Simon’s lack of awareness. 
They haven’t come close to bonding since being at the cabin. Simon 
wants to know what Jen wants from him. Jen wants Simon to acknowledge 
the fact that their family is in crisis. She wants him to be there for 
them. She wants him to realize how troubled Abbey is. Simon thinks 
Abbey is just being an emotional teenager who’s upset about moving 
away from her boyfriend. He can’t, or won’t, see the truth. Simon 
thinks what they are going through is the same thing millions of 
military families have gone through. Jen doesn’t care about other 
families. She wants to know who they should turn to in order to get 
out of this crisis and save their family. Simon honestly does not 
know. Jen crawls into bed and weeps. She has nothing more to say to 
Simon.  

Travis and Joseph trudge through the woods. Joseph reveals Simon used 
to come with him and taught him out to navigate in the wilderness, but 
now he’s too busy. Joseph leads Travis to a beautiful secluded pond 
fed by a waterfall.  

Abbey sits on the dock and talks on the phone to her boyfriend, Karl. 
They’re both afraid. Karl wants to know what she’s going to do. She 
doesn’t have much more time. Abbey doesn’t know what to do. Laurie 
surprises Abbey. She reveals she read the diary when Abbey was in the 
shower. Abbey is furious. Laurie wants to know when Abbey is going to 
tell Simon and Jen her secret. Abbey doesn’t know. Abbey wishes she 
was dead. She doesn’t think anyone in the family loves her, especially 
Simon. Despite being hurt by the comment, Laurie tells Abbey she loves 
her and runs back to the cabin.  

Travis and Joseph toss rocks into the pond. Joseph usually comes here 
alone. Simon is too busy, Jen hates bugs, and his sisters have no 
interest. Joseph wishes Simon wasn’t so busy and his family didn’t 



hate each other so much. Travis assures Joseph his family doesn’t hate 
each other. He agrees Simon has a very stressful job, and that can 
cause problems at home, but Jen and Simon still love each other. He 
thinks they can forgive each other. Joseph says his family never says 
sorry. They just yell. Joseph asks if Travis has an important job as 
well. Travis does. It’s a very complicated job. He tells Joseph his 
name is very spiritual. Joseph had no idea. Travis tells Joseph the 
story of Joseph from the bible. Joseph thinks it’s a really cool 
story. Travis agrees to let Joseph read his bible when they get back 
to the cabin. Joseph is elated.  

Eric rushes into the church and confronts PASTER DERRICK HENRY (50) 
about the vigil for Cindy. He doesn’t think praying for his little 
girl will help. Pastor Henry doesn’t think it will hurt. He believes 
God’s grace and love can help us get through anything. Eric believes 
his daughter has a rare form of cancer, and he can’t afford to buy 
medicine or pay for the treatments she needs. He wants to know why God 
is letting this happen to Cindy if He loves her so much. Pastor Henry 
admits he doesn’t have an answer for that question. He encourages Eric 
to bring Cindy to the vigil. They can ask God for His grace and mercy. 
Eric tosses the flyer at Pastor Henry’s feet and leaves.  

Travis sits on the porch while Simon grills up some burgers. Simon 
wants to know how Travis knew an ambush was coming when they were in 
combat years ago. Travis didn’t know it at the time, but it was God 
who saved them. It doesn’t make sense to Simon. He can’t believe 
Travis heard some kind of supernatural voice in his head giving him a 
warning. Travis says the things God does rarely do make sense. Simon 
reminds Travis there was no sign of an enemy presence. No one could 
have known they needed to stop outside the little village back then. 
Simon thinks Travis simply trusted his instincts. Travis knows he 
trusted God that day. Simon doesn’t believe it, but he’s still 
thankful to Travis for saving his life. Simon spots Abbey sitting 
alone on the dock. He thinks she hates him. Travis assures him Abbey 
doesn’t hate him. She just needs him. Simon doesn’t even know where to 
start with rebuilding their relationship. Travis tells Simon to start 
by telling Abbey he loves her.  

Travis watches as Simon awkwardly goes over to talk with Abbey. Abbey 
forces a little smile and leans into her father. Travis smiles.  

A heavy storm brews outside as the Westbrooks and Travis finish up 
their meal. Travis excuses himself before dessert. He has something in 
town he needs to do. Simon offers to drive him since it’s pouring 
rain. Travis politely declines. He wants to walk the few miles into 
town.  

Pastor Henry and his congregation pray for Cindy in the dimly lit 
church. Pastor Henry is pleasantly surprised when he sees Eric and 
Cindy come in and sit down.  



Travis stands in the pelting rain outside the church. He heads in.  

Pastor Henry prays over Cindy at the front of the church. Travis walks 
in and calmly approaches Cindy. Eric is enraged. He warns Travis not 
to touch his daughter. Pastor Henry holds Eric back. He can sense 
something and encourages Eric to let it happen. Travis kneels in front 
of Cindy and asks if she believes in God. She does. Travis has Cindy 
ask God for what she wants most. Cindy weakly asks God to not be sick 
anymore. Travis lays his hand on her head. She gasps. Eric tries to 
reach out to her. Travis leans down and whispers in her ear.  

The next morning, Simon reads the paper and sips coffee. On the front 
page is a picture of a much healthier looking Cindy with Eric and two 
shocked doctors. The headline reads, “MIRACULOUS OVERNIGHT RECOVERY”. 
Jen comes downstairs and spots Travis flipping the loose board and 
talking on the dock. She asks Simon who Travis is talking to. Simon 
dismissively tells Jen Travis is talking to God. Jen is about to get 
breakfast started. Simon tells her not to bother. Everyone is leaving 
in thirty minutes. Jen thinks they’re going home. Simon tells her 
they’re all going to a white-water rafting park nearby. The park has 
ziplines, museums, and great restaurants. Jen is pleasantly surprised. 
Simon thinks it’ll be good for the family to have a little fun 
together. None of that is Jen’s kind of fun, but she agrees to go. 
Simon gets up to go tell Travis and the kids. Jen smiles for the first 
time. She spots the newspaper on the table.  

SERIES OF FLASH CUTS 

- Ten-year-old girl battling cancer… 
- Unknown African American male prays over her… 
- Doctors report no signs of cancer…  

Jen watches curiously as Travis points out the loose board to Simon.  

Everyone has a blast at the park. They zipline, Jen faces her fears 
and white-water rafts with everyone, and Joseph gets to touch all 
kinds of exotic reptiles. For the first time in a long time, the 
family is having fun together. The family walks happily along the 
river. Jen and Simon even hold hands. Travis hangs back and watches 
the family. He looks to the sky and smiles.  

Eric sits in his truck and watches Cindy play in the front yard. She 
looks happy and healthy. Like a normal little girl. She waves to Eric. 
Eric waves back then looks down at his trembling hand. He flashes a 
concerned look.  

The next day, Simon comes downstairs and spots the paper from 
yesterday. He stares at the article about Cindy. He grabs the paper 
and heads out to the porch.  



Travis hands Simon today’s paper when he comes outside. Simon just 
stares at Travis. He hands Travis yesterday’s paper and asks if he’s 
the unknown African American male who saved Cindy. Travis claims he 
only did what God asked him to. Simon doesn’t understand. He demands a 
clear explanation. Travis calmly tells him God talks to him. He tells 
Travis when and where to serve His will. Simon can’t wrap his mind 
around it. It doesn’t make any sense scientifically. Simon refuses to 
believe it was an act of God. Travis tells Simon that’s the problem. 
He doesn’t believe, and it carries over into his family life. Simon 
defends his position and beliefs as a military leader. Travis agrees 
he’s a great military leader, but he needs to be the leader of his 
family. Simon’s getting angry. He tells Travis there’s no chain of 
command in a family, and Travis would know that if he had one himself. 
Travis tells Simon there is a spiritual chain of command, and no one 
can usurp God. Simon respects Travis’ beliefs but does not want him to 
impress them on his family. It’s not the time. Travis disagrees. Now 
is the perfect time, but Simon’s heart is closed to finding his faith. 
Travis warns Simon he may one day achieve all his career goals, but 
when that day comes, his family may not be with him. Simon throws the 
newspaper down and goes inside.  

Joseph asks Travis if they can go exploring in the woods again. Simon 
jumps in and invites himself.  

Jen confronts Simon about his attitude with Travis. Simon tries to 
brush it off as a disagreement between old friends. He’s worried about 
Travis’ religious beliefs. It finally clicks for Jen. She realizes 
Travis is the one who cured Cindy. Simon dismisses the idea, but Jen 
isn’t so sure. Simon tries to convince her Cindy was cured by science, 
not a miracle. Simon reminds Jen he’s never believed in God. She’s 
known that since the day they met. Jen admits her beliefs have 
changed. Simon will not let his children believe all they have to do 
is pray to an invisible God when they are in need. Jen wishes Simon 
would be open to believing. Simon tells her he’ll start believing when 
he witnesses an actual miracle. Simon grabs his boots and leaves.  

Simon, Travis, and Joseph trudge through the woods. Travis twists his 
ankle and insists on going back to the cabin while Simon and Joseph 
carry on. As soon as Simon and Joseph are out of sight, Travis stops 
limping and walks coolly back to the cabin.  

Jen sits on her bed and stares at a business card for a divorce 
attorney.  

Travis sits with Abbey on the dock. He tells her about the first time 
Simon and Jen brought her home after she was born. They were beaming 
with pride. Abbey tells Travis things have changed. Simon and Jen can 
barely be in the same room together. She doesn’t think anyone in the 
family cares about her feelings. Travis tells her God would care. 
Abbey cuts Travis off. That’s a taboo subject in their family. Simon 



doesn’t believe in God. Jen does, but it doesn’t matter. Abbey thinks 
her life is already ruined, and it’s her own fault. Travis assures her 
it does matter. Her true purpose and contribution have not yet been 
revealed to her. Abbey is unsure. She’s not talented at anything. What 
gift could she possibly offer the world? Travis stands and glances at 
her stomach. He tells Abbey he wasn’t necessarily talking about her.  

Simon and Joseph skip rocks in the pond. Simon apologizes to Joseph 
for never having time to explore with him. Joseph asks if Simon and 
Jen are going to get a divorce. He thinks they are. Simon promises 
they are not. Joseph reveals Travis prays at night. He pretends to be 
asleep and hears Travis pray. Simon wants to know if Travis’ praying 
scares Joseph. It doesn’t. Travis prays for the whole family. Joseph 
reveals Travis let him read his bible. Simon is furious. He takes 
Joseph back to the cabin.  

Eric confronts Pastor Henry at the church. He demands to know how it’s 
possible Cindy is healthy now. Pastor Henry explains God granted her 
wish. Eric fears her cancer may return. Pastor Henry encourages Eric 
to believe it will not. He wants Eric to change his ways and accept 
the gift God has given them. Eric can’t do it. He’s determined to find 
out what exactly Travis did to Cindy. Pastor Henry tries to stop Eric, 
but it’s no use. Eric is going to the cabin. 

Simon storms in looking for Travis. Jen tells him he went on a walk so 
his ankle wouldn’t stiffen. Simon tells her to let him know as soon as 
Travis gets back.  

Simon gets out of the shower and spots the business card Jen was 
holding earlier.  

Simon confronts Jen about the business card. Jen says she tried to 
talk to Simon, but he would never listen. The kids come out of their 
rooms and insist on knowing what’s going on. Simon tells them to get 
back to their rooms. Abbey refuses. Simon can’t order them around like 
they’re soldiers. They are part of this family too. Abbey declares 
Simon is what’s wrong with the family. He’s everything that’s wrong 
with it. Simon goes into a rage. Jen agrees with Abbey. They all live 
his life. Jen and the kids need him to be a father, not a military 
leader. Simon is shocked. He can’t believe after everything he’s done 
this is how his family ends. Travis enters the room and promises this 
is not how it ends for their family. Simon scolds Travis for 
discussing his religious beliefs with his family.  

Eric grabs a rifle from his truck and heads toward the cabin.  

Simon calls Travis out for thinking he’s some kind of savior. Abbey 
tries to stop Simon from attack Travis’ beliefs. Travis tells Simon 
all he needs is faith. He needs it now more than ever. Jen finally 
faces Simon and tells him he cannot control what they all believe. 
They need to have their own voices. Simon doesn’t think they know what 



they need. Abbey tells him she needs a father. She needs him now more 
than ever. She’s scared. Travis tries to calm Simon down and get him 
to listen and accept what Abbey is trying to tell him. Simon is about 
to throw Travis out of the house when Abbey reveals she’s three months 
pregnant. Simon is shocked. He can’t believe Abbey would let something 
like this happen. Mortified, Abbey rushes out of the cabin. Jen stops 
Simon from going after her and tells him anger is not going to make 
this situation better.  

Laurie steps out on the porch and watches Abbey run to the dock.  

Travis takes Joseph to his room to calm him down.  

Simon sits with Jen and admits he has no idea where he went wrong as a 
father. Jen still loves him. She wants their marriage to work. They 
have both made mistakes. They must start doing better. Right now, they 
need to help Abbey. They must get through this as a family. Simon 
knows she’s right.  

Abbey stumbles on the loose board. She slams her head on the dock and 
falls into the water.  

Laurie calls for her parents as she watches Abbey’s lifeless body sink 
below the surface. Simon and Jen dash out to rescue her.  

In the living room, Eric draws his rifle on Travis. He demands to know 
what Travis did to Cindy. Travis tells him he just did what God asked 
him to. Eric still worries her cancer will come back. Travis assures 
him Cindy is protected by God now. The caner will not come back. They 
both hear Jen crying out from the dock. Travis says he has to go 
before it’s too late. He now has to help Abbey the same way he helped 
Cindy. Eric slowly lowers his rifle falls to his knees.  

Joseph, Jen, and Laurie stare into the dark water. Simon dives in and 
searches for Abbey. He surfaces gasping for air. He dives back under. 
After a moment, he rises from the water with Abbey’s lifeless body in 
his arms. Simon gives Abbey CPR, but it’s not working. Travis appears 
on the dock and watches emotionlessly as Simon fails to bring Abbey 
back to life. Simon pleads with Travis to not let Abbey die. Travis 
just stares back at him. Simon looks skyward and professes his belief 
in God. He begs for forgiveness and asks God not to punish Abbey for 
his disbelief. The family joins hands around Abbey. Simon again begs 
Travis to save her. Finally, Travis steps between the family. He 
kneels beside Abbey. He places his hands on her stomach and whispers 
in her ear. He steps back just as Abbey’s eyes shoot open. She 
violently coughs up water and sucks for air. Everyone hugs Abbey. 
Simon tells her he’s here for her. They all are.  

Eric watches as Travis calmly walks back up to the cabin. Now he 
believes.   



Later, Eric shakes Travis’ hand and leaves.  

Travis packs his things. Simon comes in the room. He tells Travis 
Abbey is going fine and they are taking her to the hospital to make 
sure the baby is alright. Simon admits he never would have believed if 
he didn’t see it with his own eyes. Travis reminds him he said the 
only way he would only believe in God if he witnessed a miracle. Simon 
wonders how Travis knew he said that. Travis gives him a look. Simon 
knows how. Simon apologizes to Travis. Travis tells him there’s 
nothing to forgive. He just wants Simon to know God loves him and his 
family. He tells Simon we are all God’s children, even those who don’t 
believe in Him.  

Travis and Simon walk into the living room. Everyone thanks Travis for 
what he’s done for them. Travis reveals it’s time for him to go. 
Joseph asks if they can get a picture first. Joseph sets up the camera 
and the family gathers around Travis. They take the photo we saw in 
the beginning. Simon offers to give Travis a ride into town. Travis 
declines. He now has a different path to walk. Travis, with the 
approval of Simon and Jen, gives his bible to Abbey. He tells Abbey it 
will be “his” weapon and guiding light. Abbey is confused but accepts 
the gift. Jen hugs Travis and thanks him for saving their family. She 
asks him to come visit them again. Travis just smiles back at her.  

Simon and Travis say goodbye on the porch. Simon asks where Travis is 
heading. Travis says just here and there.  

Right after Travis leaves Simon’s phone rings. It’s his old Army buddy 
he called earlier. Simon tells him he ran into Travis. His friend is 
not amused. He asks if this is some kind of sick joke. Simon swears he 
spent the last four days with Travis. The friend tells Simon that 
Travis died in combat two years ago. Simon is floored. He rushes back 
outside to try and spot Travis walking down the road. Travis is gone.  

Simon walks back in the cabin and checks Joseph’s camera. He weeps 
when sees his family standing around Travis in the photo.  

BACK TO PRESENT 

Simon wipes a tear away as he looks at the picture. Travis can’t 
believe the story is true. Abbey, Joseph, and Laurie assure him it’s 
all true. They tell Travis the reports of original Travis’ death were 
accurate. Travis asks what original Travis whispered in Abbey’s ear on 
the dock that day. Simon tells him none of them heard what he said. 
Abbey jumps in and tells him that’s not exactly true. Jen asks why 
Abbey never told them what she heard. Abbey was afraid to tell anyone. 
She was afraid if she told anyone it would somehow be disrespectful or 
disgrace the blessing God gave them. She was afraid she would lose 
Travis if she told anyone. Travis kneels in front of his mom and asks 
what was said. She looks into her son’s eyes and reveals when original 



Travis put his hand on her stomach he whispered, “It’s not your time 
yet little Adiah”. 

Travis is confused. Abbey explains original Travis wasn’t saving her 
life that day. He was saving young Travis’. Original Travis knew young 
Travis would accept God’s calling and become a compassionate and 
renowned spiritual leader.  

Travis runs his hand across his collar. For the first time we see he’s 
wearing a pastor’s collar. Simon admits he wasn’t a good father or 
husband, and their family was falling apart. Then Travis just appeared 
out of nowhere. Jen believes he was an angel sent to them when they 
needed God most. He led them to their faith and God saved them. Marie 
questions if angels are real. Simon hands her the photo and explains 
he repented that day. Travis, the angel, helped him open his heart to 
God and feel joy he never thought possible.  

The doorbell rings. Jen gets up and tells everyone they better get 
going or they’ll be late for young Travis’ own midnight service. 
Travis realizes Abbey named him after the original Travis. Everyone 
greets older Eric and Cindy as they step inside.  

Travis stands alone in the living room. He takes one last look at the 
photo. He stares at the smiling faces of original Travis and his 
mother. He places the picture back on the mantle. He picks up a 
tattered bible and heads out. It’s the same bible original Travis gave 
to Abbey all those years ago.  

“The Lord has established His throne in heave, and His kingdom rules 
over all. Praise the LORD, you His angels, you mighty ones who do His 
bidding, you who obey His word. You His servants who do His will.” 
Psalm 103: 19-21 

THE END 


